
International, Inc.

Ultra-PopUp Pool™ 66 Instructions
Instructions for the 66 gallon unit only.

The 66 gallon Ultra-PopUp Pool™ is a versatile spill response product for a variety of uses:  Catching the fluid 
from leaking saddle tanks and hydraulic lines, temporary secondary containment for drums, or catch-all for 
many spill applications.

                HOW TO DEPLOY THE Ultra-PopUp Pool™ FOR USE:

Using the Ultra-PopUp Pool™ is foolproof.  Simply remove it from the Carrying Bag, shake lightly and it will 
instantly open up into its full size, ready for placement under a leak or spill.

STEP 1:  Remove PopUp Pool™ from its Carrying Bag.

STEP 2:  Shake lightly, allowing PopUp Pool™ to open to its full diameter and size.

STEP 3:  Place PopUp Pool™ under the leak, centered under the leak if possible.

*  Do not use the PopUp Pool™ with chemicals that are incompatible with polyethylene.

*  Do not use the PopUp Pools™ on inclines greater than 30 degrees. Use on an incline will reduce the
    containment capacity depending on the incline.

*  Do not place the PopUp Pool™ over sharp objects or materials.

HOW TO REUSE THE Ultra-PopUp Pool™ 

Remove the spilled contents from the PopUp Pool™. Use sorbents to wipe liner clean.

Wash with a mild detergent and water if necessary and properly dispose of the contaminated solution.  
Once dry, inspect for tears, pinholes or other performance reducing damage.
Do NOT place a unit back into service if the unit is damaged, leaking or unable to perform properly. If 
the PopUp Pool™ is determined to be suitable for reuse, refold the PopUp Pool™ per the Refolding 
Instructions on the back.  Place the PopUp Pool™ back into the Carrying Bag.

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

CAUTION:
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The Leak Stops Here™.



HOW TO REFOLD THE 66 Gallon Ultra-PopUp Pool™

Hold the PopUp Pool™ at a
45 degree angle with your
hands apart and the PopUp
Pool™ pointed towards the
floor.  Make sure the bottom
of the PopUp Pool™ is
toward the floor.

STEP 1:

Push the bottom of the
PopUp Pool™ against an
immovable object (i.e. a
wall) to offer resistance
when refolding.

STEP 2:

With the heel of
your hands, bend the
back of the PopUp Pool™

down slightly.

STEP 3:

Keep your left hand
steady and turn
your right hand into
the center, toward your body.

STEP 4:

Push down with both
hands folding the right
hand to force point (A)
towards the bottom, forming a loop.

STEP 5:

Once the right hand
has formed the middle
loop, push down with the
top hand to form the top loop.

STEP 6:

Push the air out of the
PopUp Pool™. Adjust
the loops to equal
sizes if necessary.
Place the PopUp Pool™

back into the Carrying Bag.

STEP 7: DO NOT force the PopUp Pool™ to refold if the sprung steel
wire seems to be resisting your folding efforts.  Forcing the
refolding when done improperly can cause permanent damage
to the sprung steel wire and render the PopUp Pool™ less
usable or unusable.
PRACTICE,  PRACTICE,  PRACTICE.   Once you  learn
 the  refolding technique,  it should only take 2 - 3 seconds to
perform this procedure.

Always store the PopUp Pool™ in its Carrying Bag.  This protects the polyethylene from potentially harmful ultra violet degradation.
Every 4 - 6 months remove the PopUp Pool™ from its Carrying Bag and inspect it to make sure it is still usable.  If it shows signs of
wear or deterioration, remove the product from active use and reorder.

PROPER STORAGE PROCEDURES

The manufacturer assumes no liability for any claims arising from the use of
this product where the product has been improperly stored, used or folded.

DISCLAIMER:
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NOTE:  A    shown in these
steps is used only as a
reference point to help show
the folding technique.
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